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Advanced Graphics Programming Using OpenGL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Today truly useful and interactive graphics are available on affordable computers. While hardware progress has been impressive, widespread gains in software expertise have come more slowly. Information about advanced techniquesbeyond those learned in introductory computer graphics textsis not as easy to come by as inexpensive hardware. 
...
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Programming Embedded Systems in C and C ++O'Reilly, 1999

	This book introduces embedded systems to C and C++ programmers. Topics include testing memory devices, writing and erasing Flash memory, verifying nonvolatile memory contents, controlling on-chip peripherals, device driver design and implementation, optimizing embedded code for size and speed, and making the most of C++...
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Strategic Computing: DARPA and the Quest for Machine Intelligence, 1983-1993 (History of Computing)MIT Press, 2002
This is the story of an extraordinary effort by the U.S. Department of Defense to hasten the advent of "machines that think." From 1983 to 1993, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) spent an extra $1 billion on computer research aimed at achieving artificial intelligence. The Strategic Computing Initiative (SCI) was...
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CMOS Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition (IEEE Press Series on Microelectronic Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology continues to be the dominant technology for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs or chips). This dominance will likely continue for the next 25 years and perhaps even longer. Why? CMOS technology is reliable, manufacturable, low power, low cost, and, perhaps most importantly, scalable....
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Video Game OptimizationCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Optimizing is a game of trade-offs.


	There are many anecdotes, articles, and books about optimizing in specific scenarios. Sometimes, these include hard numbers; if so, it’s usually for hardware that is several years old. Often, the discussion is very specific, such as optimizing memory copies for a specific chip, and the...
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Advances in Design and Specification Languages for Embedded Systems: Selected Contributions from FDL06Springer, 2007
Embedded systems are meanwhile in the focus of industry in quite different application domains such as automotive, avionics, telecom, and consumer products. The need for a shift in design methodologies towards system level design is widely recognised and design flows aimed to an integration of software and hardware specification and implementation...
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Mobile 3D Graphics SoC: From Algorithm to ChipJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to explain the principals behind mobile 3D hardware implementation, helping readers understand advanced algorithms, produce low-cost, low-power SoCs, or become familiar with embedded systems


	As mobile broadcasting and entertainment applications evolve, there is increasing interest in 3D graphics within the...
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Measurement Systems And SensorsArtech House Publishers, 2005


	One of the tendencies in measurement technology development is the development

	of measurement systems. By the measurement systems, we refer to a set

	of material and organizational resources, as well as programs for information

	processing, aggregated in order to obtain, transmit, and process measuring data,

	and to display and...
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Advanced Negotiation TechniquesApress, 2015

	Advanced Negotiation Techniques provides a wealth of material in a winning combination of practical experience and good research to give you a series of tools, techniques, and real-life examples to help you achieve your negotiation...
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Computer-aided Analysis of Active Circuits (Electrical and Computer Engineering)CRC Press, 1990
Who could imagine today an electronic engineer designing an intergrated circuit using the classical "paper-and-pencil" method? The new technologies permit the fabrication of large systems containng complex building blocks satisfying tight specifications. Having thousands of interconnected transistors on a single chip is commonplace today....
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Micromachined Thin-Film Sensors for SOI-CMOS Co-IntegrationSpringer, 2006
Co-integration of sensors with their associated electronics on a single silicon chip may provide many significant benefits regarding performance, reliability, miniaturization and process simplicity without significantly increasing the total cost.
Micromachined Thin-Film Sensors for SOI-CMOS Co-integration covers the challenges...
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On-Chip Communication Architectures: System on Chip Interconnect (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008

	Digital electronic devices such as mobile phones, video game consoles, and network routers typically contain one or more electronic (integrated circuit) chips that are composed of several components such as processors, dedicated hardware engines and memory, and are referred to as system-on-chip (SoC). These SoC designs are rapidly becoming...
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